Wedding Celebration Customs of West Azerbaijan and Urmia in Tradition
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Abstract: There is a tradition, for each person before birth and after death that has shaped his life and put him in touch with people in his community. Some of these traditions are carried on a constant basis like many holidays and others are transient and in a stage of life like wedding celebration. Prior to modern times, arranged marriage process was one of the most important functions of the family through the direct involvement of family members, relatives or relatives search or by introducing marriage query donors. Traditional marriage customs were seen prevalent in a society and family played first role in choosing a spouse for their child People in traditional marriage relationships were supported by relatives’ network In this paper an attempt has been made to codify the original sources and books, some of the customs and rituals relating to marriage.
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1. Introduction

Many of the customs, traditions and beliefs of the people is rooted in history. Substantial part of the desired component of people's beliefs and folk is that they represents a community's cultural history and a testament to the depth dependence of the beliefs. Most customs has valuable and interesting meanings. Each part of Iran has its own way about marriage. The purpose of this ritual is the ceremony that comes with marriage. Even in primitive societies, the marriage of a girl and boy has not been taken away from the community and without ceremony. Traditional marriage is a process that has many steps. the traditional marriage which has been customary in most places, includes the following steps: Dating, matchmaking, formal matchmaking permission from the girl's family, Bale boran, buying wedding dowry, giving trousseau, henna night, preserving of bathroom, wedding ceremony, taking the bride to groom’s house, the day after wedding, Madarzan salam and Pagosha.

2. Introducing

Many years ago, mother and sister of the one who wants to marry went to a traveling woman salesperson and gave her a mission to find a suitable girl. Badger women were to work as sales of pinned textile goods went into the house and analyze the girls patiently, and obtained the necessary information.

Then she sent it to the customer and made an acquaintance meeting discussions (1).

3. Woo

Many families preferred to go unannounced to woo to get more detailed information about the bride's family. In a surprising woo several females of groom relatives went to the house of the girl with candy filled bags or handkerchief ,then one of the women was knocking on the door and said: They show us a girl here. If the girl's parents were willing to accept woo, would offer the guests in. The surprising woos entertainment welcome had not done. If for any reason girl’s family unwilling to accept unannounced woo, they told the negative answer then. In past, marriage of the younger girl was not customary until older sister was home and the other girls in the house were held off due to not to be chosen instead of the bride. In old surprising woos a woman of groom's family had been asked for water or tea, and expressed her and family desire to see the bride and then bride arrived with a tray of tea or bowl of water and was measured by the audience First, the appearance was analyzed that didn’t contain any make up. Then determine how to entertain, decorum, shame and whether she is nice or not, whether she knows the household? Dose she follow in the older and then the younger? Then excuse for goodbye love kiss to determine whether her mouth or armpit smells bad. Also check her hair to not to be bald. The brief meeting ended with the pleasantries and goodbye and the two families messages were exchanged through the matchmaker (2). If the girl's parents agreed to a marriage proposal, commands for jam to be eaten as a sign of satisfaction. A few days later, the women would gather at the boy's home and were set marriage
contracts. In the mid-19th century, bride’s father in affluent families asked for the sum of thirty Tomans from the groom for his daughter. If the preliminary talks would end up, wooer presented gifts. Here the bride and groom didn’t see each other and when groom came to see her, never asked her about her acceptance and she would never dare to say no or to say: “I want to see a man whom going to live with me”, if she dare to say, ignorant women surrounding her and began screaming: it’s very bad for a girl to say that, girl’s parents will marry their daughter to whom they want”. Sometimes the boy was able to see her face furtively from the roof of a neighbor. No boy was allowed to see his future wife face without mask. After the engagement the tip of girl’s hair was cut and face was made up. From that day until the wedding boy should send holyday gifts holiday to girl like sheep on Eid. Sometimes a 14 year old boy was nominated to a 9 year old girl and sometimes as they was born and children stayed at their parents home until they reach the age of reason. In past, if a boy finishes his military service and then saw happy accepted the girl who was nominated for him and adults were responsible for it (3).

3.1 Formal permission of girls family for woo

If girl's family agrees woo, his father and several elders of the family went girl home and eat candy. The next day, mother, aunt, uncle or other close of groom went for Baleboron and were discussed on dowry, Shirbaha, wedding day and other issues. After several days, the groom's family sent gifts to the bride's house such as gold ring, with a bowl of candy, sugar some clothes for her father, mother and the bride's wedding clothes like: a chador, shirt and skirt, a pair of shoes, two pairs of socks and underwear. Some of the fruits and sweets were also count as a major part of these gifts (2).

3.2 Bale boron

Bale boron was and is an important part of wedding ceremonies traditional in Iran. This conference was held by the girl family who was married for first time to discuss about certain material conditions and boy’s family’s non cash and cash obligations of marriage. Bale boron is held in the context of economic so it had fundamental importance for marriage and two families’ relationship bale boron was held after wooing and before attending the wedding at auspicious time and day at the girl's father or her older home. The parliamentary group of male and female elderly relatives of the two families coming together, and discuss about the amount of dowry, the marriage of toys, clothes and bridal jewelry, wedding and preliminary meetings expenses and number of guests and promises to be laid. If both parents agree, usually the written list of commitments made and signed by both parties seemed elders. Amount of dowry and wedding expenses and heavy style of their social and economic related to families, especially girl’s family and clans that belong to (4).

3.3 Dowry

Traditionally, the bride in marriage time received money or property from the groom in kind of non-cash (gifts) (5). Dr. M. Mohseni about dowry writes that dowry is the most important and most ancient tradition of marriage in Iran which has no place before Islam, but is accepted after that (6).

3.4 Wedding purchase

After wooing and parties’ agreement and bale boron, the parties agreed on definite time that would not create trouble for purchasing wedding supplies, purchased devices were the mirror and candlesticks; make up instruments, underwear, shoes and socks and wedding accessories. To purchase these vehicles one or two of the family of the bride and groom were chosen and the bride and groom did not participate in the wedding equipment purchase and representatives buy needs for their taste. Groom will take these purchases charge (7).

3.5 Trousseau transference

A few days before the wedding, and sometimes the day before the ceremony, trousseau transference was done. Many users along with some mule and timpanist bring the dowry groom's home to do this. Before reaching of the group, some went home earlier to clean groom house for new furniture. When the bride's dowry was placed in groom's house, brides’ family members show the dowry to the groom and took the receipt which is called Siyahe. Giving a tip to the herbicides and timpanist was considered among the duties of the groom. Sometimes the dowry items were: pots, pans, scoop, rinse, pitcher hip, bed, pillow, backpack, curtains, Samovar, crystal, mirrors and the Quran is considered one of the most important dowry items (7).

3.6 Hanabandan

Hanabandan was carried out three or four days before ceremony, at night girls and young females were beginning to dance in association with musicians and audience. after getting tired, near the middle of the night, hands and feet are tied to Hana Close of the morning. Hanabandan ceremony was ended and a group with the bride's family went to the bathroom, which previously had been grazed. Bridal first makeup was done in that night too (7).

3.7 Grazed bath

A bath was grazed for several hours by the family of the groom, and the bride's invitees, after Hana bandan ceremony went there and washed their henna packaged hands, feet and head. Usually all women and girls who stayed in bride’s home and had gone to the bathroom at night, had breakfast in the
home of the bride and came back their home near noon and went back to her home after changing clothes to continue wedding. All costs and expenses of grazed bathroom, Hnabndan, breakfast and wedding day snacks was passed by the groom's family (7).

3.8 Wedding

Bride’s family usually performed the ceremony and to do this they were conducted a room, before the ceremony, a number of stylish women and blessed families had decorated the room of wedding and placed wedding toys with a certain finesse. Toys for wedding ceremonies usually included: transportation and sweets, a loaf, a few tulips or Jar Golabdan, Khoncheh, harmal and water bowls. During the marriage, the bride sat in front of the mirror and facing the Qiblah and when the conclusion of the sermon was read Parties are considered necessary for bride to look her in the mirror to clear her future as the mirror. Also in reading the conclusion of the sermon, two lucky women and kept a white cloth, double-overhead-fated on bride’s head and another lucky women began to grate the suger on her head (8). The custom was that the girl was silent when they were asked about the marriage until it was questioned three times.

Time between the weddings and the party didn’t take more than two days and they believe that if this period be more and of the members of the families die then the time would be increased (8). After the wedding music was played for few hours and people were spent a few happy hours, then a few members of groom family came to bring the bride with a white horse and horseback the bride. When the convoy was reached to the groom’s house, groom should welcome the bride and throw an apple to her. If the bride could get the apple in the air it was a sign that the bride would dominate the groom. Then an underage boy brought a shovel containing some bread and cheese and wore it around the bride’s waist and was sent the bride with the bread and cheese to groom’s home. On arrival of the bride to the groom’s house, hazelnuts or walnut to put under bride’s foot to eliminate any spell. After the arrival of the bride to the groom’s house, the women came and families were started to happiness. They took money and confetti on the bride and groom’s head and believed that if any single girl ate the confetti she would be married soon. The groom was present in the women party and it was believed that he was intimate to all women in that night (9).

3.9 Patakhti and Madarzan Slam

One of the parties that was carried out after the wedding ceremony was Patakhti which had been done the night and the first morning after the wedding. Generally close relatives of the bride and groom were invited and attended the ceremony and some musicians were also invited to perform for the guests and made them happy the groom was required to have a meeting with his mother in law and has to thank because of the purity of her daughter (9).

3.10 Pagosha

Forty days after the wedding ceremony a party was held at the home of the bride's mother and the bride, groom and close relatives were involved. Organizing the party was to make both families more familiar and to the bride to come home again after a time (9). Marriages of Christians in rural extended families began in early fall because in this season farming ended and harvesting did. On the other hand, as the Christian prevented any celebration forty days before Noruz, the this period eating meat was not possible. Therefore they didn’t celebrate weddings from a day after 18 February celebration hat was like Chaharshanbe Sori, to the fall of the following fall. Wedding was lasted about 7 days later and was trying to held weddings on Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays. The customs of the time, if the wedding took place on a sunny day, it was omen and knew rain an ominous on wedding day the groom's family usually female relatives went to the other house and invited them to the wedding and to knew the number of invitees gave a spoon to each family. However, there may also be invited collectively. However, musicians on the roof were invited all the villagers to the wedding. In addition, the groom would invite his single friends, and among them was a choice that was responsible for managing the work of the groom at the wedding. "Coating groom’s dress" ceremony was a ceremony in which the groom dresses would consecration by the priest. Then the groom was dressed by young men usually the groom would have to wear his crown, a silk hat with a black and green, red and white cross which was engulfed in it.

At this time, any alley leading to the house of the bride, was closed by the bride's brothers and cousins and they had to open up, ask for their gift. Sometimes the bride's family had brought a strong young man of their relative to wrestle with a young of the groom family that the story usually ended with the groom's representative admitted defeat. On the other hand, the parents and relatives of the groom went to the bride's house. The bride's family kissed the groom and had served him with a piece of sugar or an apple to sweet his mouth. Wedding blessing was prepared and carried by a dancing woman. The bride's family were welcomed the guests in yard. After that, the elder men and women came together in another room. The bride's family was prepared the means by which men were told “What is” questions and parables and hard puzzles were designed to be respond by the groom's young family members and to win the game. The stepfather and brother of the bride invited to come and her brother tied her girdle. In fact, like others they wanted
were known in the family (10). The groom was. Guests were invited to come and stand under a silk canopy over the wedding place. The next day, the chaplain led them to a place where they both went. Alarmed and bright-eyed, they could not hide out inclined. On the wedding night, the bride and groom figures moved and rejoiced. Finally, the bride and mother of the groom gifts where exchanged. Here the bride and groom broke a ceramic pot to finish their washing and left the house. They then ate a special kind of bread) on her shoulder and entered her stepfather's home with her right foot and usually put a Lavash (Armenian bread) as a symbol of happiness in the home. The bride must enter the groom's house, young and old, dance to show their duty to join the bride happiness in new home. After church, the bride and groom were home. In front of the groom's house, young and old, they sang and danced, and brought to the church and in church, was guided to the altar as the congregation, the marriage was held. Along with her mother, she to cry with sad songs because passionate eyes could not be worked more. This practice, common in many cultures of the world. The wedding ring exchange, exchange of dowry and Shyrbha, gifts, flowers, dinner out on the wedding night, music, reading, praying and reading scriptures like Quran cultures of different nations in different forms and with different details are (11). In sum, the traditional marriage the family was satisfied with his choice to marry a guy with a girl, the boy was not allowed to marry And otherwise rejected. In families and marriages wife Kin selection as the traditional style, was very popular (12).

4. History of wedding traditions, to be prehistoric

This practice, common in many cultures of the world. The wedding ring exchange, exchange of dowry and Shyrbha, gifts, flowers, dinner out on the wedding night, music, reading, praying and reading scriptures like Quran cultures of different nations in different forms and with different details are (11). In sum, the traditional marriage the family was satisfied with his choice to marry a guy with a girl, the boy was not allowed to marry And otherwise rejected. In families and marriages wife Kin selection as the traditional style, was very popular (12).
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